Abstract-MR temperature monitoring is an indispensable tool for high intensity focused ultrasound. In this paper, a new technique known as MASTER (multiple adjacent slice thermometry with excitation refocusing) is presented which improves the speed and accuracy of multiple-slice MR thermometry. Defocusing the magnetization after exciting a slice allows for multiple slices to be excited concurrently and stored in -space. The magnetization from each excitation is then refocused and read in sequence. This approach increases TE for each slice, greatly improving temperature SNR as compared to conventional slice interleaving. Gradient sequence design optimization is required to minimize diffusion losses while maintaining high sequence efficiency. Flexibility in selecting position, update rate, accuracy, and voxel size for each slice independently allows for freedom in design to fit different application needs. Results are shown in phantom and in vivo validating the feasibility of the sequence, and comparing it to interleaved GRE. Sample design curves are presented that contrast the MASTER design space with that of interleaved GRE thermometry.
I. INTRODUCTION

H
IGH intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) has been used to perform noninvasive surgical ablation of tumors, fibroids, and other tissues. In MRI-guided focused ultrasound (MRgFUS) interventions, MRI is used to guide, monitor, and assess treatments. Transcranial MRgFUS has been used in the brain to treat neuropathic pain [1] , [2] , brain tumors [3] , and essential tremor [4] . During these treatments, MR thermometry is used to verify the position of the focus before treatment and to monitor heating during treatment. Healthy tissue is monitored to ensure that no undesired damage results. Published treatments have used single-slice thermometry sequences for monitoring, but the development of fast multi-slice thermometry would improve monitoring of these treatments. In particular, faster imaging for focal spot verification would decrease treatment time and improve patient comfort. Additionally, greater volumetric temperature monitoring coverage would decrease the possibility of undetected heating in healthy tissue thereby improving patient safety.
A. Thermometry Requirements
During high power sonications, fast and precise temperature mapping is required to accurately calculate the thermal dose being delivered. Individual sonications can be as short as 10 s [2] , so it is important that any thermometry approach be fast enough to obtain multiple measurements in that time frame for sufficient temporal sampling of the temperature progression. Additionally, the MRI resolution must be on the order of the focal spot size or smaller in order to make accurate measurements. The ExAblate Neuro (Insightec, Haifa, Israel) is able to generate ellipsoidal lesions that are approximately 3-4 mm in diameter and 4-5 mm tall [2] . For temperature monitoring, a resolution of 1-2 mm in-plane and a slice thickness of 3 mm or thinner is desired to achieve accurate temperature measurements [5] .
Excessive heating outside of the intended treatment region can be caused by skull absorption [6] , uncorrected aberration [7] , ultrasound sidelobes [8] , or by calcifications in the brain [9] . If undesired heating occurs in the imaging plane, it can be measured with the thermometry sequence prescribed for treatment. However, if undesired heating occurs anywhere else in the brain, it will be undetected by single plane thermometry. Multiple slice thermometry would help in detecting undesired heating and reduce risk of adverse events.
B. PRF Shift Thermometry Measurement Accuracy
MR thermometry predominately uses proton resonance frequency (PRF) shift thermometry [10] - [14] , due to its fast and accurate measurement capability in aqueous tissue. The precession frequency of water changes linearly with temperature [15] across all aqueous tissue types, resulting in measured phase changes during gradient echo imaging. Because PRF shift thermometry uses phase information, the measurement accuracy (SNR) as a function of TE is different than that of conventional magnitude imaging. Assuming there is no steady state signal, [13] , [16] . Steady state signal components can alter this SNR relationship [17] , though RF spoiling can be used to suppress steady state contributions. In either case, significant SNR improvements are obtained by increasing from a short TE (used in conventional interleaved multi-slice) to a TE close to . Echo shifting [18] 0278-0062 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. Fig. 1 . Simplified sequence diagram for interleaved GRE (top) and MASTER (bottom). RF excitation, readout, and TE are color-coded by slice number, "spoil" (green) is excitation defocusing, "unspoil" (orange) is excitation refocusing, and "PE" (cyan) is phase encoding.
and non-Cartesian trajectories [11] , [13] , [19] have been demonstrated in past work to obtain GRE temperature measurements with longer TEs, shorter acquisition times, or increased volume coverage [20] - [23] . Steady state sequences have also been proposed as an alternative to gradient-echo thermometry [24] . The goal of this work was to design, implement, and test a flexible, new volumetric sequence that uses longer TEs for improved gradient-echo multi-slice thermometry and is compatible with Cartesian and non-Cartesian readouts.
II. THEORY
In this study, we present a novel sequence, MASTER (multiple adjacent slice thermometry with excitation refocusing) for multiple slice MR thermometry with high measurement accuracy, resolution, and speed. For a given update rate (e.g., 5 s/frame), the maximum TE of conventional multi-slice interleaved GRE decreases significantly as more slices are collected, reducing temperature measurement accuracy. For an update rate of 5 s, a six slice sequence (128 phase encodes, 1.5 ms total for excitation and gradient spoiling) has a maximum ms, far below the optimal TE for brain tissue of ms. Multi-line or single shot EPI approaches have been used to accelerate multi-slice thermometry [21] . However, EPI techniques can suffer from distortion artifacts and measurement error [25] .
To improve multiple slice temperature measurement accuracy for the time constraint imposed by short sonication durations, the MASTER sequence reorders the acquisition such that all slices are excited, phase encoding occurs, and then all slices are read out using the full duration of the TR. This is different than conventional multi-slice acquisitions, in which excitation and readout for each slice occurs sequentially, using the duration of the TR divided by the number of slices to acquire each slice. A simplified diagram of the MASTER sequence is shown in Fig. 1 , with a multi-slice interleaved GRE sequence diagram shown for comparison. The two sequences have excitations (RF) for each slice, phase encoding, and sampling read outs for each slice. The MASTER sequence adds multiple sections of gradient spoiling and unspoiling (described later as "excitation defocusing" and "excitation refocusing"). These diagrams show that the TE for MASTER is a much greater fraction of the TR than it is for a comparable interleaved GRE approach.
A. Background
In order to excite multiple slices simultaneously but measure each independently, it is necessary to separate them in -space. Instead of using a refocusing gradient after RF excitation to re-center -space on a newly excited slice, MASTER uses additional gradient area after the slice selection to defocus the excitation by shifting the excited magnetization away from the -space origin. After all of the slices have been excited, any slice can be re-centered at the -space origin for read out. This is achieved with refocusing gradients that cancel the gradient area accrued since excitation for that slice. This spoiling and unspoiling approach will be referred to here as excitation defocusing and excitation refocusing. This approach to multi-slice imaging was first introduced in the MUSIC sequence [26] . As will be seen, our approach differs from MUSIC in a few key ways.
B. Gradient Design Considerations
Excitation defocusing and refocusing gradients must generate sufficient -space separation between excitations to avoid inter-slice interference without introducing excessive diffusion weighting. In the introductory MUSIC paper, all of the gradient shifts are along the readout dimension, which can cause significant signal loss due to diffusion. In MASTER, excitation defocusing and refocusing utilize all three gradient dimensions to reduce diffusion weighting as compared to MUSIC, by following a "coiling" trajectory in -space (Fig. 2) . The coiling pattern keeps magnetization closer to the -space origin for reduced diffusion weighting, while maintaining sufficient separation between excited slices to avoid inter-slice interference.
The amount of defocusing necessary to avoid measurable interference depends on imaging parameters and the object being imaged, so it must be determined based on a specific application. Increasing defocusing will decrease inter-slice interference while increasing sequence time and diffusion weighting. Due to the large total gradient areas involved, nonlinearities (due to eddy currents or other effects) can accrue and reduce imaging quality. To help nonlinear gradient errors cancel out, MASTER can be implemented with fixed refocusing offsets of different polarity, generating the grid pattern seen in the -coiling pattern in Fig. 2 . By finishing the sequence at a single grid offset from the starting slice, the amount of time taken to refocus the first excitation is minimized. Finally, it is important to limit the slew rates used to avoid peripheral nerve stimulation.
III. METHODS
The MASTER sequence was implemented on a 3T GE Signa 750 scanner using developmental builds of SpinBench and RTHawk (HeartVista, Inc. Menlo Park, CA, USA) [27] . A single-channel GE head coil was used for transmit and receive in the initial validation experiment, and the body coil was used for the subsequent comparison experiments. All analysis was performed using MATLAB (The Mathworks,Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
As an estimate of the minimum necessary gradient defocusing area to avoid inter-slice interference, a simple GRE sequence was used to image a GE grid phantom with different amounts of offset. At a offset of 6.66 cycles/cm, measurements at a offset of 5 cycles/cm were similar in magnitude to the noise floor. A conservative minimum diffusion offset of 7.5 cycles/cm in and 15 cycles/cm in or was used in all of the work presented here.
A. Design Trade-Off Simulation
Simulated curves comparing the theoretical temperature uncertainty versus update rate for different implementations of interleaved GRE and of MASTER were generated, to illustrate the design frontiers for the two sequences. Temperature uncertainty was defined as the standard deviation (from noise) in the temperature measurement, which was scaled from the standard deviation of the phase assuming . For interleaved GRE, different realizable sampling rates (500 kHz / integer) were used to calculate readout duration, and then timing parameters for minimum length sequences were generated assuming 1.068 ms spoiling time and 0.724 ms excitation time. Readout bandwidths from 7.14 to 500 kHz were simulated. For MASTER sequences with multiple slices (single slice is GRE), it was assumed that RF and defocusing takes 2.05 ms per slice, refocusing gradients each take 1.53 ms, and spoiling takes 5.4 ms. These timing parameters were estimated from initial MASTER implementations, but will vary in actual implementations. Again, minimum duration sequences were simulated for different readout bandwidths. Different slices of the MASTER sequence will have different measurement accuracy, and only the median uncertainties are plotted in the results. In both simulations, 128 phase encodes were assumed (for a 256 128 matrix in each slice).
An initial simulation point of 1.3 uncertainty for ms ms was chosen based on measurements of a previously collected in vivo temperature sequence during a patient treatment. Choice of a different starting point would scale all simulated uncertainties linearly. Uncertainty for other sequences was extrapolated based on TE/TR/RBW using ms, ms, ms. Losses from diffusion and from imperfect gradient refocusing were not simulated, so the simulated results may be optimistic for many-slice MASTER sequences with larger defocusing and refocusing gradient area.
B. Validation Data Acquisition
To verify that the sequence can work in practice, and to see how image quality is impacted by the MASTER gradients, a six slice MASTER sequence was implemented. The sequence was designed to collect six slices in 5 s, and used the -space coiling design shown in Fig. 2 . This implementation will be referred to as "MASTER_6." Additional sequence parameters are listed in Table I . The pulse sequence waveforms for MASTER_6 are shown in Fig. 3 . Diffusion -values ranged from 2.6 to 7.7 mm s, so expected signal loss in free water is less than 2%.
In order to compare MASTER with GRE, a single slice GRE sequence was implemented with sequence parameters similar to the center (fourth) slice of the MASTER sequence. This sequence will be referred to as "GRE_equiv" and its parameters are also listed in Table I . Each of the implemented sequences used gradient spoiling.
The two sequences were used to measure temperature changes in a stationary unheated agar gel ball phantom. The sequences were also used to scan a healthy volunteer under IRB approval. At least 10 frames of data were collected in each scenario, and the first two frames of each data set were discarded to ensure that steady state was reached for all analyzed frames. Temperature changes were reconstructed by performing complex division of consecutive frames, converting the resulting phase difference into temperature based on TE. For each temperature update frame, zeroth-order offset was measured in high SNR regions (voxels with at least half of the maximum magnitude among MASTER slices) and then subtracted to remove drift bias. Temperature uncertainty was measured for each voxel by taking the standard deviation across time of the temperature change data. Average temperature uncertainty for each slice was computed as the spatial average across the high SNR voxels. 
C. Three Slice Sequence Comparison
To enable a direct comparison of interleaved GRE and MASTER, three slice sequences were designed with each approach to obtain three slices with minimum temperature uncertainty in 5 s. (Keeping with the previous convention, these sequences will be referred to as GRE_3 and MASTER_3.) Each sequence used both RF spoiling and gradient spoiling. Sequence parameters for these two sequences are listed in Table II . Diffusion -values were less than 5 mm s. A healthy volunteer was scanned using each sequence, to obtain in vivo uncertainty comparisons. Temperature calculations were the same as for the validation sequences. To compare uncertainty between the two sequences, an ROI that did not include ventricles was selected for each slice, and temperature uncertainty was averaged within those ROIs.
D. Phantom Heating Experiment
The three slice sequences, along with a single slice GRE sequence ("GRE_1" with parameters listed in Table II) , were used to measure temperature while heating a focal spot in a phantom. A HIFU phantom was heated using the Exablate 2000 system (Insightec, Haifa, Israel) with three sonications. Each sonication was 30 s long, using 32.4 W acoustic power, and the phantom was allowed to cool down for 15 min between sonications. The first heating was monitored with GRE_3, the second with MASTER_3, and the third with GRE_1. The MRI acquisition was not synchronized with the sonication, so the last frame that did not show a temperature rise was treated as time 0 for each heating. Temperature was calculated using the frames before heating as a baseline for each sequence/sonication. Peak measured temperature was located for each sequence, and images were recentered around that voxel. Fig. 4 shows the simulated design curves for multi-slice interleaved GRE and Fig. 5 shows the same trade-off for multi-slice MASTER. Acquisition time is the total amount of time to collect a fully sampled set of data, and would be the rate at which temperature measurements could be updated during treatment. Different simulation points along each curve used different sampling bandwidth, with TR minimized for that bandwidth. These curves are meant to show how the design frontier trades off uncertainty and time for MASTER and interleaved GRE for different numbers of slices.
IV. RESULTS
A. Design Trade-Off Simulation Results
B. Validation Images and Uncertainty
To compare image quality and temperature measurement uncertainty between MASTER_6 and GRE_equiv, Fig. 6 shows a single frame of magnitude data and the temperature uncertainty through time in the agar gel phantom. Fig. 7 shows the same comparison in vivo. In each figure, only the center (fourth) slice of the MASTER_6 sequence is shown, to which the parameters of GRE_equiv were matched.
For a quantitative comparison, the temperature uncertainty for the center slice of MASTER_6 was compared with that of GRE_equiv. Only voxels with at least half of the maximum signal intensity within the MASTER slice were included in the average. In phantom, the average temperature uncertainty for MASTER_6 was 0.269 while it was 0.284 for GRE_equiv. In vivo, average temperature uncertainty was 0.712 for MASTER_6 and 0.681 for GRE_equiv. Temperature uncertainty across the six slices of MASTER_6 are listed in Table III , along with the measured SNR in vivo. SNR was defined as mean signal magnitude divided by the standard deviation of noise in either the real or imaginary channel. To show the spatial variation of magnitude and uncertainty across multiple slices, magnitude of all slices from a single frame of MASTER_6 in vivo data is shown in Fig. 8 , while temperature uncertainty for those slices is shown in Fig. 9 . Because uncertainty is expected to vary with TE, TE for each slice is labeled in Fig. 9 .
C. Three Slice Sequence Comparison Results
Images of temperature uncertainty in vivo for MASTER_3 and GRE_3 are shown in Fig. 10 , zoomed to a 13.7 17.9 cm FOV. The ROIs used to average temperature uncertainty are shown with black boxes. Average temperature uncertainties were for MASTER_3 and for GRE_3. These values indicate that GRE_3 has {39%, 56%, 47%} higher temperature uncertainty than MASTER_3. Diffusion losses are expected to be less than 1%, based on MASTER_3 values. 
D. Phantom Heating Results
Temperature results from the phantom heating experiment are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Fig. 11 shows the temperature measurements for each of the three sequences at the time closest to 19 heating (the point on the heating curve closest to acquired sample times for the three sequences). The top row of images are cuts through the cylindrical phantom, trimmed to an 11.1 cm FOV. To compare focal heating, zoomed-in images of the hot spot are shown for each sequence, with zero-fill upsampling to 0.55 mm isotropic voxel spacing. Full-width half-maximum heating in the frequency encode direction was consistent across sequences, with variation. Fig. 12 shows the time course of the maximally heated voxel for each sequence, with a pink box estimating the duration of sonication. The red curves show the center (targeted) slice, while the green and blue curves are the adjacent slices. Peak measured temperatures (with average uncertainty calculated in nonheated regions) were for GRE_1, for GRE_3, and for MASTER_3. Fig. 12 . Evolution of focal spot temperature in phantom, using three sequences to monitor three subsequent sonications. Red curves are focal slice, other curves are adjacent slices.
V. DISCUSSION
A novel approach to multiple-slice thermometry was introduced in this work, an initial implementation was used to demonstrate its viability, and a direct comparison between MASTER and interleaved GRE was made for three slice acquisition. By exciting all slices before read out instead of reading each slice immediately after excitation, greater TEs are achievable than for traditional interleaved approaches, and temperature accuracy is improved. Images collected in phantom and in vivo show that MASTER achieves similar image quality and measurement accuracy when compared to interleaved GRE using the same timing parameters. MASTER obtains high temperature SNR while using high sampling bandwidths, so geometric fidelity is preserved in the presence of off-resonance.
A. Validation Comparison and Moving Fluid Insensitivity
The MASTER_6 and GRE_equiv validation images in phantom are extremely similar qualitatively, with average temperature uncertainty differing by less than 6%. As expected, magnitude SNR decreased with increasing TE, while temperature precision increased, for the phantom measurements. However, the in vivo measurements showed less clear trends in temperature uncertainty, with slice 6 showing slightly higher uncertainty than predicted. Because the parameters are matched between the sequences, with MASTER adding additional gradients that may degrade image quality, the images being identical is the best-case scenario. The in vivo images reveal differences between the two sequences, though their average temperature uncertainty still matched to within 5%. In particular, CSF along the midline and blood in the sagittal sinus are not visible in the MASTER sequence. A loss in signal from moving fluids is an expected result from the defocusing and refocusing gradients in MASTER. The loss of signal from moving fluid leads to an increase in the standard deviation of temperature measurements in voxels that contain both brain tissue and fluid. However, the actual measurement of tissue temperature may be improved as compared to GRE despite a loss of signal, since the signal from the moving fluid will not confound the tissue temperature measurement.
B. Three Slice Comparison With Interleaved GRE
The MASTER_3 sequence and GRE_3 sequence were both designed to achieve the same objective (three slices in 5 s), and serve as a direct comparison to show the performance advantage offered by MASTER for a small number of slices. In vivo, temperature uncertainty was 39%-56% higher using interleaved GRE than using MASTER to acquire three slices in 5 s. The advantage of using MASTER will increase for more slices or for faster sequences, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The simulation curves over-predict absolute uncertainty values, since they were estimated from data collected during a clinical treatment while these results were obtained without a transducer or water bath present, but relative performance between the sequences is consistent. Uncertainty in the third slice of MASTER_3 was larger than expected, just as the last slice in MASTER_6 showed unexpectedly high variation. This caused median uncertainty to be slightly less improved experimentally than was predicted by simulation. This may be inherent signal loss due to the MASTER gradients, or it may result from imperfect gradients (due to eddy currents) not yielding perfect refocusing.
Measured temperature time courses during phantom heating experiments looked consistent across the three sequences. Temperature uncertainty was significantly smaller for MASTER_3 than the other two sequences, but values in the phantom are longer than those in the brain and exaggerate the benefit of longer TEs. Peak measured temperature was slightly higher for the GRE_3 sequence, which could reflect a difference in the actual temperature achieved during the different sonications, a difference in timing of the measurements relative to peak heating, or be due to noise. Alternatively, the linear coefficient relating phase and temperature might be TE-dependent, as proposed in [28] . There was no significant difference in temperature resolution between the sequences, based on the measured heat profiles.
C. Slice-Dependent TEs and Update Rates
While the MUSIC sequence uses a fixed TE for all slices, MASTER seeks to maximize efficiency by minimizing all gradient durations and dead time. This maximizes the amount of time during the sequence that can be spent on readout, increasing the SNR for any given update rate. Because the amount of time necessary to excite and defocus a slice may be different than the amount of time necessary for refocusing and readout, each slice can have a different TE and therefore different temperature SNR. If a particular application requires constant TE across slices, then dead time can be added to make the TE constant. In typical thermometry applications, maximum efficiency is most important, and the ordering of the slices within the sequence can be selected such that the highest priority slices (where heating is expected) have the highest SNR (generally the longest TE). Alternatively, if some slices have shorter than others, for instance due to proximity to the sinuses, these slices could be assigned shorter TEs to improve overall accuracy.
While the targeted focal spot will heat quickly and requires fast temperature measurements, background regions can be monitored more slowly and still benefit patient safety. With the MASTER sequence, different slices can be updated at different rates, by only measuring them at integer multiple TRs. If a slice is only excited every second (or third…) TR, steady state will still be attained. With this approach, important slices can be updated as fast as possible while monitoring a larger volume outside the treatment zone with slower update rates. Phase encoding will remain constant across all slices in each TR, and RF amplitude for the slow slices can be increased to maintain the Ernst angle for their longer effective TRs. When alternating between two slices with a particular excitation of the sequence, those two slices will each update simultaneously every other time the fast slices update, and will have a higher SNR than the fast update slices due to their longer effective TR.
D. Application-Specific Sequence Design
MASTER opens up a large new design space for trading off volume, update rate, and accuracy of temperature monitoring. However, the specific needs and tradeoffs of different applications necessitate different sequence designs for maximum benefit. During the planning stage of brain treatments, it is necessary to verify that the ultrasound focal point is located in the proper part of the anatomy. For this application, a small number of slices located around the expected focal point are sufficient, and temporal restrictions are not as stringent. When imaging contiguous slices, slice profile requirements will be stricter to avoid inter-slice interference. During treatment, a larger number of slices would allow for background monitoring, and the background slices could be collected at a lower frame rate than the slices covering the treatment region. These two stages of the same clinical application would desire very different implementations of MASTER, and different trade-offs will exist for other applications.
Other imaging applications that desire long TE measurements with multiple slices and fast imaging update rates could benefit from using MASTER. One possible application, which was targeted with the MUSIC sequence, is fMRI. In functional imaging, it is important to see the full brain with high temporal resolution (faster than 3 s/frame), and BOLD contrast is maximized at
. As compared to single-shot fMRI techniques, MASTER may allow for shorter readouts and reduction of imaging artifacts while maintaining full brain coverage and usable accuracy and speed. Dead time could be added to the sequence to equalize TE across slices and give consistent activation amplitudes, or a reference image could be acquired before scanning to convert each slice's measured signal change into estimated percent change for fMRI.
E. Acceleration, and Further Design Improvements
While the design curves for multiple slice MASTER have become significantly faster when compared to interleaved GRE, additional improvement is necessary to collect more than a few slices with clinically acceptable speed and accuracy. For further improvement, multiple acceleration techniques are possible. Using non-Cartesian sampling trajectories, such as EPI or spiral, can reduce the number of TRs necessary for a full image. With fewer TRs, longer TEs and TRs could be used for a given update rate, increasing SNR. Additionally, a larger fraction of the sequence time would be spent recording signal, increasing sequence efficiency. However, readouts must remain short to avoid imaging artifacts. Parallel imaging and compressed sensing approaches that accelerate traditional GRE sequences should be fully applicable to MASTER data. By combining nonlinear trajectories with these acceleration techniques, more slices can be acquired within clinically acceptable speed and accuracy constraints.
